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 The economic agents now realize knowledge as an active relavant for the market 

organization differentiation. This scenario explains the need for systems that assist the 

user in the acquisition process and knowledge management. Intelligent systems, 

known as expert systems serve to this purpose in the extent that they have signed as 

facilitators in this process. These are systems that are based on expert knowledge, on 

any subject, in order to emulate human expertise in the specific field. To obtain this 

knowledge, the knowledge engineers, also called software engineers, need to develop 

methodologies for intelligent systems. In this area there is still no unified 

methodology that provides effective methods, notations and tools to aid in 

development. The use of the recommendations helps the designer to interface with 

more knowledge giving the possibility to access them in an automated fashion and 

with various features, resulting in better recommendations and with best models 

specified by users. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the area of control engineering, it is necessary to work in a continued form in obtaining new methods of 

regulation to remedy the problem that already exists or to find better alternatives to which they were used 

previously. 

In developing of nonlinear expert system simulation models, the proper selection of input variables is a 

challenging problem. Therefore, a false combination of input variables could prevent the simulation model from 

achieving the optimal solution. The presented methodology in this book is an applicable approach for input 

variable selection in multi-input simulators of expert systems. 

Conventional computing programs characterize through an algorithm approach as the specialists called it. 

This approach allows solving a problem by using a preset computing scheme which applies to some structures 

well-known for input information and produces a result that keep to program operations sequence made within 

computing scheme. Yet, there is another category of problems whose solving has nothing to do with classic 

algorithms but supposes a higher volume of specialty knowledge for very strait domains. Such specialty 

knowledge does not represent the usual “luggage” of a certain human subject, they being on view only for experts 

within the interest domain of the problem. Such problems can treat subjects as automat diagnosis, monitoring, 

planning, design or technical scientific analysis. Computing programs that solves such problems are known as 

expert systems (ES) and the first development attempts of such programs dates from mid of 1960 – 1970’s. Unlike 

conventional programs, ES are conceived to use, mainly, symbolic sentence, developed through interference. As a 

branch of artificial intelligence (AI), expert systems developed pursuing the study of knowledge processing. 

An expert system is a program that uses knowledge and interference procedures for solving quite difficult 

problems, which normally needs the intervention of a human expert to find the solution. Shortly, expert systems 

are programs that store specialty knowledge inserted by experts. 

 

Characteristics of ES: 

These systems are often used under situations without a clear algorithmic solution. Their main characteristic 

is the presence of a knowledge base along with a search algorithm proper to the reasoning type. 
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An expert system must have compulsory three main modules that form the so-called essential system: 

• Knowledge base formed by the assembly of specialized knowledge introduced by human expert. The 

knowledge stored here is mainly objective descriptions and the relations between them; knowledge base takes part 

from the cognitive system, knowledge being memorized into a specially organized space; storage form must 

assure the search of knowledge pieces specified directly through identifying symbols or indirect through 

associated properties or interferences that start from other knowledge pieces. 

• Interference engine represents the novelty of expert system and takes over from knowledge base the fact 

used for building reasoning. Interference engine pursues a series of major objectives such as control strategy 

election based on current problem, elaboration of the plan that solves the problem after necessities, switching 

from a control strategy to another one, execution of the actions preset in solving plan. Although interference 

mechanism is built from a procedures assembly in the usual meaning of the term, the way in which knowledge are 

used is not estimated by program but depends on the knowledge it has at command. 

• Facts base represents an auxiliary memory that contains all users’ data (initial facts that describe the source 

of the solving problems) and the intermediary results made during reasoning. The content of the facts base is 

stored generally in volatile memory (RAM) but to user request; it can be stored on hard disk.  

 

The modules of an ES: 

Communication module assures specific interfaces for users and for knowledge acquisition. User interface 

allows the dialogue between user and quasi natural language system. It transmits to interference mechanism user’s 

requests and his results. It facilitates equally the acquisition of the initial problem and result communication. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: ES modules 

 

Acquisition module of knowledge takes specialized knowledge given by human expert through the engineer, 

into a not specific form to intern representation. A series of knowledge can arise as files specific to databases or to 

other external programs. This module receives the knowledge, verifies their validity and finally generates a 

coherent knowledge base. 

Explaining module allows path tracing followed in reasoning process by resolvent system and explanation 

issuance for the achieved solution by emphasizing the causes of eventual mistakes or the reason of a failure. It 

helps the expert to verify the consistency of the knowledge base. 

 

Explanation and updating: 

In terms of the application that it is built for, the effective structure of an expert system can differ towards the 

standard structure. 

For example, initial data can be acquired from the user and from automatic control equipment 

Nevertheless, it is important for expert systems to have two characteristics: 

• To explain the reasoning and if it is not possible, human users could not accept it. For this, it must be enough 

meta-knowledge for explanations and the program must go in intelligible steps. 

• To attain new knowledge and to modify the old ones, and usually the only way of introducing knowledge 

into an expert system is by human expert interaction. 
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Development of an ES: 

The development of an expert system represents design process of the system going from users’ demands of 

implementing testing and finally launching the product onto market for the effective use. Many times, there are 

distinctions in design stage between physical design and logical one because these stages need different activities 

and resources both technological nature and human one. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Physical design. 

 

Physical design (figure 2) includes the design of hardware resources and knowledge base, which includes 

acquisition components of the knowledge and representation way. When physical part is design sub-systems are 

appropriate implemented and tested. Only afterwards, they can be tested together with logical part. 

Logic design (figure 3) refers to software design and realizes parallel to physical one. First, assembly 

decisions take such as those linked to the election of a programming language or a shell or a toolkit. Both 

integration problems of the system and security ones must solve. Then interference engine and interfaces are 

designed. To program interference engine declarative languages are chosen several times. The design of this part 

of the system can be seen as an activity of software development, as programming engineering says. The 

particularity of ES is the importance and development of the knowledge base.  

In addition, the exclusive accent is not put on developing interference engine program but on developing the 

other component such as interfaces. 

Each subsystem could need different resources (other programming languages or even other hardware 

resources) and distinct development techniques.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Logic design. 

 

ES advantages: 

• They are valuable collections of information 

• They are indispensable without human expertise 

• In some situation, they can be cheaper and more effective than human experts can 

• They can be faster than human experts can 

• If flexible, they can be easily up-dated 

• They can be used to instruct new human experts 

• At request, they can explain the premises and reasoning line. 

• They treat the uncertainty into an explicit manner, which, unlike human experts, can be verified.  
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Stages in the design and implementation of an ES: 

Expert systems are, in fact, particular cases of the production systems, which address to some domains with a 

very strait specialization. In fact, the larger the number of knowledge within a system is the efficient it acts. As 

human expert, ES has a sphere of competences limited only to a certain domain, usually, very strait, its 

functionality lying on the human reasoning pattern: starting from certain knowledge or facts, ES develops a series 

of interferences and reaches to a certain conclusion. Under the context, a synthetic definition of ES would be as 

follows programs dedicated usually to a specific domain that try to emulate human experts’ behavior. 

 

 
Fig. 4: ES implementation. 

 

As a component of production systems, ES is one of the most used patterns for representing and control of 

knowledge. Within this terminology, the word production must not be confounded with which happens in 

factories and plants. Its significance can be translated according to the definition as the production of new facts 

added into knowledge base due to the appliance of these rules. A possible definition of the production system 

including ES referring to their structure could comprise the following elements: 

 A set of rules, each rule has two components such as component condition that determines when the rule 

applies and component consequence that describes the action, which results by applying the rule. This set of rules 

form rules base. 

 One or many databases contain the information describing the analyzed problem. This database contains 

initial information where new facts add resulted by applying the rules. This set of information forms facts base. 

 A control mechanism or rules interpreter frequently named interference engine, which assures the 

stability of rules appliance order for the existent database. The selection of the rule that applies and solve the 

appeared conflicts when many rules can be applied simultaneously. 

 Communication between operator and ES accomplishes by a specialized interface that assures the 

efficient exploitation and development of the ES. This interface allows the achievement of two important 

functions such as: 

a) On one hand, at human operator demand ES can explain the reasoning it achieved. This is necessary 

because as complex and “praised” ES is, human operator cannot always accept “blindly” the solution proposed by 

ES but he wants to pursue and analyze the reasoning machine made.  

b) On the other hand, in order ES develop by gathering experience it is necessary the modification of the old 

knowledge and addition of new ones into knowledge base. 

The first two components form the so-called knowledge base. Representation and organization of knowledge 

base are two essential aspects for the correct functioning of ES. If it is desired for a ES to develop it is absolutely 

necessary that knowledge base is completely separated by the rest of the program that uses it (communication 

interface with the operator and interference engine). The interaction between human operator and ES is synthetic 

described in figure 5. 
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Fig. 5: Communication between human operator and expert system 

 

Under the context of considering ES as formalism of the AI, this organization presents two big advantages 

such as: 

a) On one hand it represents a really inspired simulation of the intelligent processes with a dominant nature 

on information processing, 

b) On the other hand, it assures the possibility of adding new rules without disturbing the system in 

assembly, property that responds very well to the statement according to which no intelligent system is definitive.  

Summarizing the above definition, ES characterizes by the following attributes: 

 Necessary knowledge refers to a relative strait domain and they are well specified. 

 ES are underlying less on algorithm techniques and more on an important volume of knowledge from a 

specific domain. 

 An ES can be built only with the help of a human expert open to spend an appreciable time to transfer its 

own expertise to the program. This knowledge transfer makes gradually by frequent interactions between human 

expert and program. 

 The volume of necessary knowledge depends on problem. There can be situations when several dozens 

of rules and other situations are necessary to establish thousands of rules. 

 The selection of the control structure for a particular ES depends on the specific of the problem. 

 Knowledge is represented under declarative form by using usually a structure type IF…THEN… As a 

result, the majority of expert systems use rules bases. 

 Knowledge base is clearly separated by the control mechanism of knowledge handling (inference 

engine). 

 Communication with human operator makes through a relative complex interface, which assures the 

integration, communication, explanation and delivery of knowledge. 

 In most cases, the interface consists in a specialized module meant for the modification of the existent 

knowledge and the acquisition of new knowledge for ES development. 

The general structure of an ES that reflects these attributes is described in figure 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6: General structure of an ES. 
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As for the proper functioning of an ES, the specific mechanism that underlies reasoning realized by program 

is inference. According to DEX definition, inference is a logic operation that passes from a statement to another 

one and where the last statement is deduces from the first one. Yet, many times ES are used in parallel with the 

interface and search techniques, where, at every turn, from the multitude of the rules defined at system level apply 

only one and once in a while two or most three rules. 

Thus, the inference is equivalent to a deduction process that starts from the initial or final conditions, and, by 

the sequential appliance of some rules, it gets into desired state. Fortunately, in many situations building a set of 

rules that allow the appliance of pure inference is not possible and, as a result, reasoning row used by ES 

transforms into a search process. In consequence, intelligent search techniques represent all-important elements in 

ES functioning. 

Inferences development parallel to search processes is controlled by inference engine that assures 

information handling from knowledge base by realizing four types of actions as follows 

a) Overlying of the rules base over facts base to identify the applicable rules; 

b) Selection of the applied rules; 

c) Rules appliance; 

d) Verification of stop criterion. 

Inference engines can use two types of inference such as foreword chaining (from initial state towards final 

state) or backward chaining (from final state towards initial state). In case of foreword chaining, inference engine 

controls the production/adding of new facts into facts base and in case of back ward chaining – it verifies certain 

hypothetical information established during the process of backward chaining. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Functioning of inference engine. 

 

Between the processes controlled by inference engine one of the most important and sensitive is the selection 

of rules that will be applied. Difficulty of this process lies in the fact that, at a certain moment, the database can 

contain facts that simultaneously satisfy the conditions of multiple rules; the decision to take is which rules will be 

applied. Inference engine functioning according to those four actions that it controls is described in figure 7. 

 

The analysis of expert systems: 

The analysis of expert systems – ES shows us that not the special module is connected with the knowledge of 

the domain. Knowledge implies both explicit knowledge and intrinsic (implicit) knowledge. Explicit knowledge 

are embodied in documentations, codes, standards, transferable or accessible procedures. Intrinsic knowledge 

implies both a professional culture and a constitutional one. They are found «hidden» inside man’s mind, in its 

reasoning. These are harder to encode, communicate or free for access. 

Accordingly, in order to approach diagnosis or analysis problems of the different Thermal Systems (TS) built 

artificial intelligence systems. The comparison between these three approach groups allows us the selection of the 

most appropriate work method.  

 
Table 1: Comparison elements 

Comparison elements 
Case-based reasoning 

(RBC) 
Neural Network (NN) Rule-based reasoning (RBR) 

Module of data building, their 

representation 

Data regain for similar 

problems 

Recognition of some valid 

models and standards 
Rules type if-then 

Module of data achievement Old solved cases 
Learning according to the 

learning algorithm. Input data 

According to human experience 

and to experts’ ideas within 
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Comparison elements 
Case-based reasoning 

(RBC) 
Neural Network (NN) Rule-based reasoning (RBR) 

ponderosity domain 

Expert’s procedure in solving the 

problem 

Extraction of similarity 

cases from database 

Recognition of the correlation 

cases between input-output 

measures and it learns the 

network 

Step-by-step, logically 

Construction of the analysis 

system 

Easy to build but it needs 

time 

Black box. No need for detailed 

knowledge in the domain 

Difficulties in knowledge 

acquisition (data, standards, 

codes etc.) 

Data renewal Handy By learning in a trained manner Handy 

Their understanding Hard  Acceptable Easy  

 

The last researches bring light that the best approach is the accomplishment of a hybrid expert system where 

the modules can be built separately based on a proper inference engine. 

 

Conclusions and perspectives of expert systems: 

Even though, at the beginning, the followers of artificial intelligence promotion (AI) through expert systems hoped to 

develop some systems that would exceed through their performances the human experts, this desire did not fulfill, at least 

not now. This happened because knowledge acquisition within an ES is not a very simple process, as it may seem at a first 

glance. Why this process would be so complicated? Probably the easiest answer is that human expert gains, in time, not 

only knowledge but also experience. Knowledge itself allows the development of some reasoning based on rules (as in ES 

case). On another hand, experience allows the development of some subliminal reasoning (not accessible yet by 

computing programs), which in day-to-day life would translate by instinct or inspiration. Due to this, the majority of ES 

developed so far limited to relative tight domains that can be quantified in a rigorous and direct manner. 
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